Technical features

eDromos®

Process Mining and Simulation
One of a kind in the world of process mining – eDromos® uniquely combines
current state performance analysis with generation of snapshots (Process
Mining), development needs identiﬁcation (Data Mining & EDA), predictive
analytics (Machine Learning), and future scenario simulation (SDES). This
enables proactive operations as well as service and process management,
taking knowledge management to a whole new level.
eDromos® is developed by Synesa Solutions in Finland, a company with a
background of over 15 years of academic research – trusted by hospitals,
health care districts and companies in Finland and globally. You can trust our
experience and quality.
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Pioneer in combining process mining and simulation

New generation process analytics with precision made easy

Start by importing your data and creating a data conﬁguration. eDromos® supports a
wide range of import and data ﬁltering methods. Continue by creating a model of the
process you wish to explore. The resulting process graph is fully interactive allowing
you to explore activities, transitions between them and attribute data. Finding core
features and abnormalities in your process is effortless. You can also animate the
process graph and see your process turning into life.

Synesa Solution's proprietary P-Vertex 2™
process discovery algorithm allows you to
extract the process you're looking for with
surgical precision. This means no more
uninformative and confusing spaghetti
graph visualizations so common in the
world of process mining. With eDromos®
you'll get to the point immediately. Once
you've pinpointed bottle necks, anomalies
and everything else requiring ﬁxing and
optimizing, you're ready to move to the next
step – something that you can do only with
eDromos®…

From current process to simulating alternative hypothetical
scenarios in a unique seamless workﬂow – only in eDromos®

Process Mining alone is not enough – eDromos® Simulation
truly gives you the upper hand in a competitive world
Process Mining allows you to gain
insight into your processes and to
detect problems. This is where
typical process mining softwares'
capabilities end.
Simulation and Synesa Solution's
long academic background in
simulation research is what makes
eDromos® truly unique.

Stochastic Discrete Event
System Simulation (SDES)
allows you to experiment with
your process, make changes to it
and see how it behaves in
different situations. Simulation
modeling can be time consuming
and even prohibitely expensive.
eDromos® is the only process
mining software capable of
automatic simulation model
creation – saving you time and
money.

Why System Simulation is a game changer?
Typical run-of-the-mill process miners merely allow you to mine your process leaving
developing the process to guesswork. The ever growing simulation capabilities and
unique automatic simulation model building in eDromos® gives you the freedom to run
simulation experiments and get answers to What If? questions. You can make changes
to your process and the random elements in it and see how the changes affect the
outcomes. Easy to understand reports and visualizations allow you to immediately see
how ﬂow through times, queue sizes, queuing times, utilization percentages, expenses,
proﬁts, resources and other key features of your process change in different scenarios. In
a highly competitive world performance is everything. Fine-tuning your processes to
perform at the fullest doesn't happen by guessing and implementing arbitrary changes
to your process – simulation experiments help you to make fact based wise decisions.

Predict and plan for the future
If only you could see into the
future – how the number of
customers, orders, income and
expenses change in time… With
eDromos® you can. Instead of
having to be an expert of time
series forecast modeling and the
seasonality effects, partial and
autocorrelations, spectrums and
other math components behind it,
eDromos® now automates your
forecasts and can do even more in
the near future.

Auxiliary analysis methods give you even more perspective
eDromos® can do a whole lot
more too. In addition to the
proprietary process mining, you
have a palette of auxiliary analysis
methods as well. How about Pre/
Post Analysis? Or Evolution
Analysis? Download a free trial
version of eDromos® and try them
out for yourself. All complex
methodology is safely behind a
user friendly graphical interface
and the results are ready after
only a few clicks.

And there's more to come in the near future of eDromos®…
The exciting future of eDromos® will bring
our customers new features such as
advanced clustering of process events and
cases, customer segmentation and more.
All new features will be available to our
existing user base without additional
costs. Instead of requiring multiple
different softwares eDromos® combines
all you need under one seamless and
streamlined workﬂow.

Use as you wish – in the cloud or on your own computer
Do wou want to use a cloud solution without the need to ever install anything on your
own computers and network? Or do you want to maintain full command and control of
your installation and data? eDromos® gives you the freedom to operate it as you wish.
You can also choose the license type that suits your needs the best – week, month, year,
academic, single user, group, organizational licenses and more are available. You can
even opt to store your data in the cloud when you're not actively using eDromos® and
resume using your stored data and conﬁgurations when you reactivate your license.

Integrate, customize & extend – the possibilities are endless
Do you wish to integrate eDromos® as a part of your system and connect it to your data
sources for your organization's own use or to be sold as a service to your own
customers? Do you need specialized bespoke features, reports or dashboards? We can
do it all – just contact us and we are happy to tell you more about the possibilities and
services we can offer.
And don't forget that Synesa Solutions has an extensive background in scientiﬁc
research and commercial consultation services. If you don't wish to use eDromos®
yourself, we can take care of everything for you. You can also start your development
project by utilizing Synesa Solution's consultation experience and move to independent
eDromos® use in after customized courses and training by Synesa Solutions.

Got questions?
Don't hesitate to contact us – we are happy to help
Business inquiries and research services
Dr. Toni Ruohonen, CEO
toni.ruohonen@synesa.com
Computational and algorithmic capabilities of eDromos®
Dr. Pentti Nakari, Data Science Specialist
pentti.nakari@synesa.com
Data protection, product and cloud services
Mr. Erkka Nurmi, Product Manager, Data Protection Ofﬁcer
erkka.nurmi@synesa.com
Scan the QR code to visit Synesa Solutions website and read more about us
and see practical working examples of eDromos® in action.
You can also ﬁnd us on LinkedIn, Twitter, YouTube and FaceBook.

